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Rally Committee to Audition
Majorettes, Song Girls Mardi 17

rost, In
c or Mimi
On ’Pressure’ Rumors
--No Comment

Try-outs for majorettes and song girls will be held March 17
at 12:30 o’clock in the Morris Dailey auditorium, according to Rally
Chairman Ed Mosher.
The San Jose State college band, under the direction of
Frederick Boots, will tie- on hand to back up the aspirants. Gfrh
interested in the competition are
asked to contact Ed Mosher
through Box "M" In the Coop.
Candidates for majorette will
be judged by members of the
rally committee. in conjunction
With the band. "This is a precedent for the rally committee has
never before had a hand in selecting the drum majorettes," Mosher
says.
Coeds interested in the position
of song leader will be judged by
a delegation from the rally committee only. "Both the song girls
and majorettes will be working
with the rally corrunittee from
now on," Mosher added.

Unusual Movies,
Book Sales to End
Today between 12:30 and 3:30
o’clock will be the last chance to
purchase season books for the San
Jose ’Players’ "Unusual Movie
Series." The books are on sale
in the Speech office, Room 57, for
81.50.

Dr. Berger Speaks

The series starts April 12 with
Dr. Evelyn Mijler Berger,’
"Spectre Of the Rose" and ends
Ma3 31. Six movies are sched- former San Jose Statt..t’ollege st ulent counselor, ’will speak on "The
uled.
Personal, Problems of a College
Student" before the Seekers, college Methodist students’ group, at
the First Methodist church, Fifth
and Santa Clara streets, at 7 p.m.
Scraping the bottom of the bar- Sunday. Hers is ’The first in a
rel and finding no inspiring sertes of three!. Sunday evening
thought, the forecaster predicts talks.
today to be fair with high fog in
Tlie former San Jose resident
the morning. Temperatures yes- will be heard later on the theme
terday ’ere cooler with a low of "Emotional Balance and Family
41 and a high of 60. Skies were Living" by other church members
slightly overcast.
in the church auditorium at 8 p.m.

The Weather

Trio Play for After-Game Dance

7

for
Frost refused to col llllll
publication "in the absence of a
statetnent by Dr. May."
Thrust and Parry letters that
led to the incident are printed
here for re-Inspection.

DR. LEO C. MAY

The Daily was informed that
Dr. Elmo Robinson, Fairness
Committee chairman, %%ould be
willing to call a session regarding the issue if a complaint
were lodged.

Investigation Suggested
Recently a San Jose State college student, Raymond Frost,
submitted two letters to the Spartan Daily’s Thrust and Parry
column. The letters, one regarded as a legitimate gripe and the
other an innocent shaft of humor, were published without question. This action was in line with a policy of publication of all
signed letters from students or faculty members, provided they
are not libelous or otherwise objectionable.
Student Frost’s letters occbsioned nd violent campus reaction.
We, the editors, assumed they were read in the spiri in which
they were published. Apparently we were mistaken.
Yesterday the Daily published a third letter from Student
Frost. This letter was a complete refutation of his earlier statements, an abject apology to an unnamed instructor, students in
the 9:30 MWF Social Problems 150b class and Thrust and Parry.
Feeling there might be extraordinary circumstances behind
such a sudden reversal, the Spartan Daily investigated.
It was learned that Student Frost was called into consultation
with Social Science Instructor Dr. Leo May early Wednesday
afternoonbefore the apology was submitted to the Daily.
Neither Dr. May nor ’Student Frost would comment, for the
record, on any of the letters. Despite their refusal to permit
publication of their views, campus rumors to the effect that
Frost had been "pressured" into a retraction persisted.
In view of the unusual circumstances surrounding the case,
the Spartan Daily suggests a complete investigation by the college Fairness committee. Such an investigation would restore
faith in the democracy of student-faculty relations here and protect the interests of Dr. May and Student Raymond Frost.
If the case is dropped, or hushed up, it will lend credence to
the familiar student complaint that "criticism of the faculty will
get you fixed."
The Spartan Daily does not want to pick a fight with anyonebut it will not tolerate the possibility of intimidation cf
contributors to its columns.

Rehearsals on Revelries begin
tonight, with actors In Act I,
Scenes 1 and 2 starting the schedule. Rehearsals are slated for Morris Dailey auditorium at 7:30
o’clock, Director Dick Pritchard
said.
Rehearsing tonight will be Cliff
Roche as Mack; Wayne Mitchell
as Jack; Alfred Silva, Dick McGlinchey, George Spelvin, and
Robert Filler as doctors; John
Piotti as an army sergeant; Oliver
Dibble a4 Dr. Begorry; Ruth Martsoff as Donna Lou; Lorraine
Davidson as Margie; and the girls’
chorus.

Come and Get It
Only a few of the 151 students
who signed to remise a 54) cent
refund on their SJSC-USF basketball tickets have picked up their
checks in the Graduate Manager’s
Office. As yet no deadline has
been set.

RAYMOND FROST

Dope Sheet

The Frost Case

Rehearsals Start
For ’50 Revelries

The Townsmen, local instrumental trio, are pictured rehearsing for
one of their current appearances. Left to right they are, Freddie
Dutton, string bass; Fred Raumberger, electric guitar, and Bob
Reinking, piano and vocals. The combo will he heard this evening at
the senlor-sponsored after-game dance, to be held in the Men’s gym.
Replacing Freddie Dutton tomorrow will be Tommy Pierce, string
bassist, formerly with the Harry James band.

Pressured?

Dr. May absolutely refused to
comment for _publication, and
aaserthd that nothing more
about this "had better go In
the paper."

WAA Elects
New Officers
Ruth Leine; junior physical education major,. was elected president of the San Jose State college Women’s Athletic association
by a unanimous ballot in this
week’s election.
Miss Colleen Brooks, as the
vice-president candidate, also
elected.
Alice Kent, junior P.E. major,
won over Betty Conover in the
race for recording secretary’s
office. Corresponding secretary is
Mary White, junior general secondary major.
Recorder of points will be
Elaine Strayer. sophomore P.E.
major. Miss Strayer won over
Dorothy Smith.
Lloyds Thompson won in the
publicity manager race over Margaret Thieler.
The only candidate for treasurer
was Annabelle Vargas.

Dr. Leo C. May, SOCiai science
Instructor, and Raymond Frost,
Junior" social science major, refused to_ speak for the record
yesterday concerning rumors
that Frost had been "pressured"
into writing the letter of apology that appeared in yeterday’s
Thrust and Parry. «A

A pol( )0AThrust and Parry
To Students and Prof. Soc.
Prob. 150b Meeting 9:30 K/WF
In the article written by me,
and appearing in the Daily,
Feb. 21, 1950, under the anomyrecurs signature of ASB No.
7756, there was deliberate and
completely unjustified defamation of a Soc. Sci. instructor,
itis lectures, and of the students
in his class.
1 hereby fully retract all these
statements that were printed,
and I hope all concerned will
accept my apology.
In another anonymous article
written by me appearing in the
Daily, Feb. 23, also under the
signature of ASB No. 7756, 1
cast similar aspersions upon the
integrity of the instructor.
For all the discourteous statements and inferences in these
two articles, I apologize. I am
deeply sorry all this has happened.
Raymond Bryan Frost,
ASB No. 7756,

Thrust and Parry and
Daily Sports Editor:
As I sat listening to a so-called
lecture on the Communist Manifesto. I just happened to look
around the class room and I noticed something that I think
!should he brought to your attention, since you are in the position
to correct the situation.
Six students wce reading the
sports pace torn one of the commercial newspapers of this area.
What was it that was of so much
interest to - require such deep
t bought?
.Esprcially when there
, was_ such an interesting lecture
going oh.
n
What they were reading Were
the results of the major race
tracks from mound the country.
They were putting more time
and effort on trying to pick out
a winning hoese. than is usually
. spent on studying :or an exam.
o why don’t 3ou get smart and
put In the daily race results (rows
all of the tracks around ’the country? Also I would like to suggest
that you run a daily scratch sheet
for the convenience of the socalled "Washington Square Handicappers".
I think that if the above suggestions were given some serious
thought, your sport sheet would
be the best one on the collegiate
level that has ever been, or ever
will be printed.
.ASB 7756.

tin Sympathy
Thrust and Parry
And an unnamed student In Soc.
Prob. 150b:
This letter is written as a statement of sympathy for you. I was
sitting in class when you were
told, (and I quote from the prelessor who told you) "Go stick
you head out the window, and
take a deep breath."
’
It always has been my impression that profs. are being paid to
TEACH; not to blurt out sarcastic
remarks to students who ask questions.
After all, if we were PS smart ak
(they think) they are, I am sure
that we wouldn’t be here.
I was just about to comment on
the statement in question when too
did, and I can assure you that I
wouldn’t like to be given the sante
answer that was given to you.
True, it was funny, and the
class got a big laugh from it, but
from all appearances this certain
prof should think twice before he
again makes such an asinine
statement to a poor little misunderstood student, who is here to
LEARN; not to be INSULTED.
ASB 7756
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Thrust and
Parry

Accounting Prof Once
Audited for US Army
By BILL EPLER
"Seven months is a long time to be required to audit one set of
books, yet-it was necessary for me to do this to terminate the gov.,
ernment’s War:time contract with the Sperry Gyroscope company of

Duress?

Dear Thrust and Parry:
It soundli as if Student Frost
made a statement under duress.
If an instructor can get away
of thei
with that,. what’s the use of hav- Chicago, manufacturers
secret Norden bombsight of W.W.
Published every school day by the Associated Students of San Jose State College ing a "Thrust and Parry7’was I
at the Press of Globe Printing Co. Entered as second class matt., at th San
We still don’t know who the II fame." This revelation
Reynolds,
Jose Post Office.
professor is. How about letting made today by Jesse D.
assistant professor of accounting
Us in on it?..
Mary Frydenlund and Jim Hayes, Co-editors
at San Jose State college, who
ASB 5789.
Bill Simons, Business Manager was a captain in the Army Air
,
Force finance gepartment during ’
News Editor
marl Crabbe 1 Society Editor
Dave Heagerty Dear Thrust and Parry:
Desk Chief
Bob Skillicorn Photo Editor
Who is this prof who won’t men- the late war. ’’"
Harry Britton
reature Editor ....Bob Hemingway Wire Editor
Carl Holmberg tion his name but gets elaborate
"Shortly after the end of hostiliEditors %
Cliff Daniels Exchange Editor
Dick Watry retractions from his students? Is ties," Reynolds continued, "the
Make-up Editors....Don Fitzgerald, Edith O’Donnell, Barbara Belknap, something fishy or is Frost really army put into , action a longI
Joyce Call, George McDonald, Margot Miller.
sincere? If Frost is going to write planned program to terminate the
Copy Desk....Beverly Lymburner, Fred 33aumberger, Elmer Rodrigues,
by
things like thist_he shouisLetick
war-supplyszontracts of thousands
Charleen Little, Marion Summers, Arne Saari.
of -companies. I vas stationed at
Reporters
Manuel Alves, Berkley Baker, Bruce Brotzman, Fred his guns.
ASB 5275.
an air base at Enid, Oklahoma, at
Burbank, Edward Conkle, Barbara Deemy, John Dremel, William
Epler, Francis Errota, Samuel Goldman, Albert Grossi, John Hadthe time and was looking forward
Sounds like that turnabout by to d l’s charge when I received
don, Doris Hildebrand, Nancy Loughlin. Ronald Marcus, Ross
Masgey, Douglas Prestage, Jeanne Thomas, Jereme Thomas, Dixie Student Raymond Frost was made orders to report to Dayton, Ohio."
Wise.
under pressure. All those apoloNamed Auditor
ADVERTISING STAFF
getic. utterances sound like Frost
At Dayton, Reynolds was in-)
--Offkiiitanager::
Irl.leffirrtilltuadect.--Ncreenbertftan ormed that -Re-had tielet
Salesmen
Fred Alfred, Beverly investigation by the college Fair- to help terminate the contract or
Bider, John Baldini, John Bardacos, Jack Barringer, Charles Ber- ness Committee?
the Sperry Gyrosceope company
Fred M. Cooper,
ryessa, Richard Biersch, William Francis, Richard Grant, Ralph
and was to audit the books. He
ASB 5514.
also was informed that he had
Lamont, Ray Lehmkuhl, Raymond Lyon, Ralph Peterson, Ben
been, chosen over several volunPettus, Vincent Scampini, Robert Scheid, Rick Schuman, Frances
JESSE REYNOLDS
teers for the job.
Sterling, Beth Watson.
While this assignment did not
make the captain particularly in the finance department.
happy, it was a compliment to his
During the remainder of the
extensive training and experience. war Reynolds served as finance
A graduate of Parsons college officer at air bases in Texas and
In Fairfield, Iowa, where he re- Oklahoma.
ceived his B.A. in Business adFollowing these assignments
Reynolds was ordered to the
PITTSBURGH-1 U.P. I --Chem- ministration in 1932, Reynolds
istry majors at the Pennsylvania went on to graduate work at
contract termination and spent
seven long months doing nothCollege for Women have gone into the University of Texas, where
-business- -to help -other--students he recehed his 31usters degree__ lag but checking books. Finally
In educational pssehology -In
along the rocky road to success.
completing this work, he was
able to be discharged from the
1933.
The girls have formed a cosFollowing the completion of his, army.
metics factory. They manufacture,
Assistant Professor of Account=
package and retail_t_heir own studies, Reynolds Became ’educa-the- public ’ine was‘ t fie title Oven Reynolds
brand of _ bottled beauty and use Trona -a-d-v-ts-e r
the proceeds to finance -seholar schools of Corpus Christi, Texas.. by the_ Univcirsity of Denver,- with
ships for worthy junior chemistry This was during the depression which he was associated in 1946.
and to augment his teaching sal- In 1948 he came ’to the Pacific
majors.
ary the professor kept books dur- coast and was employed with a
The products sell under the
ing the summer for a cotton gin. private accounting firm in San
name of "Charm" and include.
In 1937, Reynolds left the ad- Francisco. where he remained for
hand
face
cream,
three kinds of
%isms- ppsition to jpin a private two vp.;:as Alma joining she _faculty
lotion and - tooth powder. The accounting firm in Houston, with of tho eommerce depattnwat at
tooth powder comes in five naywhom he remained until 1912.
San .10e.., State college in the fall
ors - txppermint, spearmint,
Commission Denied
194e,
wintergreen, clove_ and duneWhen he max started. Resno!
,
mon
tried to volunteer .for mihil
Students at P.C.W. have taken sei vice but his apphcation for :1
to their infant ieduStry and sales: conimissitm.,,,, denied because
run high because
the high citial-.1 a slight -physical defect., Short h.
ity and low price of the products,! afterward, the local draft bo;.6
The. main TeTalrontiet for the-cos- sent him a .’greetings" notice
metics is a stand in one of the ouinstructor soon found himself
school’s .buildings, but a small ’taking basic training in Florida.
mail-order service also is -carriecit In a short time. Reynolds i..as
Ott
sent to an, --army finance- school
:
. . ’ in Wakefield, North Carolina.
Best Ingredients
lowing graduation he was. sent to
Only the highs 1 grade ingredi- I officer candidate school at
Duke
(Across From Civic Auditorium)
eats are used in the manufacture ttiti\prsity in Durham. North CorSAN CARLOS and ALMADEN srs.
jars
The
products..
"Charm"
a
and bottles used in packaging arc
Breakfast - lunch - Dinner
sterilized for more than an hour ,
- Try Our Famous immediately before they are filled,
Bar -6 -Cued Spare Ribs
Laboratory conditions are rigorwlih Special Sauce
.....
ously inspected and cleanliness is
Home -Made Chili with
a by-word.
By DIXIE WISE
FFresh
shcGround
Fried Beef
.....
The girls didn’t enter the cmThere was a kid I knew in Long Beach who could talk longer and
metics industry without running
7th &Virginia
San Jose
Prawns
faster than any individual I know. He was just plain friendly. I thought Into the same pitfalls that greet
Phone CYpress 3-5437
ANDREE’S SPECIAL
his tongue must have been fastened to the roof of his mouth so it any newcomer to a field.
HOURS: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
They’ve had more than their
Home -Mad. Appl. Dumpling
could wag at both encitc
---SA1‘.11f-A:M. to 6 P.M.
share of trouble, they feel.
with bet rum _Sauce
He likes Pehrlic and PeriPk"*‘.
SUN: 10 A.M. to 3 P.M.
agre-One with me-lhat tlieFe
When they first started making
him.
SOFT WATER -SOAP FREE
were some phases -of Red Cross face creams, they discovered that
Deep Dish Pies
The last time I Saw him he was that were downright good.
DRYER SERVICE
glycerine, a bask Ingredient, is
sitting on the edge of a bed in
Open
Every Day, 7:30 a.m. ’till I a.m.
Instance
. I
th ,
too pleasant to smell. Per-Plenty of Free Parkingthe Long Beach Naval hospital her but a coneee kid taking one none
Fri.
-Sat.
till 3 am.-Car Service
es
a
chattering away Jos all he was night a week to come to see writes- were to costly to allow
research,
-a
--little
After
profit.
worth., I was on the receiving him and any other guy in that
in(however, they finally found an Inend. I was a Red Cross’ hostess
ward. Sure, I could have been expensive rose-geranium synthetic
frons a 4rriall- college in that area.
g, out on a date, or I smell !Eat filled tire bill.
t
He -was just another sailor out of
asleep la bed but instead I was I
50-cent tooth powder had
The
commission.,
giving a little help tolled Cross. to be flavored, of course. That
Aired Gripes
He got the benefit.
seemed easy enough at first. But
He had gripes against the Red
I wasn’t being paid. I wasn’t it turned out that every girl in
Cross just like any other service professional. Only professionals
the school had her own favorite
man .or veteran I know, and he are paid. I was a’ Red Cross volflavor and couldn’t understand
aired all of them that night. He unteer. There are many of them, why
she gouldn’t get it in
couldn’t believe I was a Red Cross but G.I.s never seem to remember
NE DELICIOUS BAKED BISCUIT COATED
"Charm" tooth powder.
volunteer because I didn’t have that. -They only think of the pack
NOT DOG ON A STICK
horns growing out of my head; of cigarettes they had to pay for
because I didn’t make htm pay in Parrs ur-Korel-or-the pint of
for anything; because I Mt game blood they saw someone pay for,
IS-YOUR CAR BATTERY
over to his bed and talked to him. and then jump off the deep end
ON ITs LAST LEGS?
I didn’t try to sell him on and say all Red Cross is bad. It
REBt 11 T
hy I thought Red Cross wasn’t isn’t, and the kid in Long Beach
quite the racket he swore up agreed with me.
Exchang
and down it was. I wouldn’t
have got around the first "wait a -darn -minute" anyway.
Exchange
MIDNIGHT SNACK?
lie could talk faster on one
REPAIRING
AT DIERKS, WHY HATCH!
subject than I could even begin
RECHARGING
RENTALS
to assemble an argument. ’For
a while I looked at his side and
371 West San Carlos
even agreed with him on some
446 So. Market
3-45113
things, but then before long I had

Sports

pAETP8 @OVE

41N

College Girls
Sell Cosmetics
To Aid Others.

or

ANDREES

Drive -In Restaurant

Hostess Explains Red Cross To Gripinu Naval Veteran

AUTOMATIC
SELF-SERVICE
LAUNDRY

85c
3V
850

250
250,

NEAT TO EAT -TASTY TOO

PUPS T If

_au

IT HOT

Batteries

4.95

IS COMING
TO TOWN/

New Batteries 7.95

DIERKS

Argee Battery Co.

TODAY
Spartan Doughnut Shop

Bfok-enshire Polishes
Vaudeville -Routines
’By

Golden Shovel Boys Initiate Five INI0v Members

JIM CAPYTO

As a song and dance hoofer in "Red Peppers", Nancy
Broken shire makes her initial appearance in ,the Little Theater
in a vaudeville role. A 20-year-old sophomore from San Jose,
Miss Brokenshlro co-st irs with Jim Vetern in one of Noel
Cdv;Iki’s playlets which
;
LUC’ and "Family Alare the other two plays to,
be seen on opaning-riis.FM-r4viarch-9-.
"Tonight at 8:30" will run, March
9-17, with the exception of Sunday. March 12.
As Lily Pepper; Nancy dances a
"SaiMC-- slapstick vaudeville routine and a "Man About Town"
_VAIritiar.V11.11AN

Mate

’up

"Tonight

at

8:30."

the intricate ste_psd used in the
ance sequences.
"He has spent countless hours,
Otos. regular ’rehearsals, going
though th6 routines," Naney
plained.
A .radio- .speech major, *Miss
Brokgnshire plans to enter -the
radio acting or writing field. A
member -or the Radii) Guild, ihe
has written ’original scripts and
appeared in several radio shows.

To Present
Choral Works

NANCY BRORENSHIRE
--photo by Bob Laws.
sophisticated shuffle-dance. A loss
of five pounds and a few bumps
and bruises is testimonial that this
Is her first try in such an energetic role.
Previous parts in college plays
were in "Ladies of the Jury", "The
Little Foxes", and "Three Men on
a Horse".
Commenting on her part of Lily
Pepper, Nancy confesses her first
vaudeville role has certainly given
her a deeper appreciation of song
man-about -campus, Jim Veteran,
has ’,evil helpful, in teaching her
and dance hoofers. --Alsc-C-That

Classified Adsil

The a cappella choir of San Jose
State college will prent a program of the finest in choral expression March 7, at 8:15 p.m. in
the Morris Dailey auditorium. Admission is free to the public.
Directed by William J. Erlendson, associate professor of music.
the choral group consists of 70
carefully chosen student voices.
Students are chosen for participation in the choir from all departments of the college provided they
have a true voice with a fair
range, and some musical background.
Gloria Surian and Virginia Bower will sing as soloists on the program. ’Songs to be included are:
"Jesu, Priceless Treasure" by
Bach; "0 Nata Lux de Lumine"
by Tallis; "Adoramus Te" by
Corsi; "Ascendit DNA,’ by Gallus;
"In the Beginning" by Copland
with Miss Surian as soloist;
"Cherubim Song"
by Glinkal
"Wassail Song’ by Vaughan Williams; "Ave Maria" by VillaLobos, and "Beautiful Savior" by
Christiansen with Miss Bower as
soloist.

AnnouncertitiniS

Blue Key: Executives _meet at
4.30 p.ni: today in Student Union.
.Alpha Eta Sigma: Meet at 7:30
o’clock Monday evening in Room
129.
Attention: Howard Bogie, Bill
King, John, Steele, Bob Baron,
Aleta Howard report to Graduate
Manager’s office immediately.
Students: Bet ween quarter
transportation service is offered
by the Student "Y." Information
is available at the "Y" booth in
front of Morris Dailey auditorium
from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. daily.
Tau Delta Phi: Meet at 12:30
todaV in tower. Pick up bids
tor-xerni-forrnal dance to be
tonight,
_
Inter-Class Council: Meet,’ at
2:30 p.m. today in ASB presidents
office. John Fuller, Jo Baldwin,
Bill Watts, Walt Mueller, Dale
Brown, Kay Dewey, Frank Horst
and other new class dfficers please
.
attend.
Seekers: Hold cabinet meeting
Sunday at 9:30 p.m. Contact offi"ters for tickets to March .10 dinner with T.N.T.
Dr. Evelyn
Seger will discuss "The Personal
Problems of a Collegian," Sunday.
evening at 7 o’clock.
Phi Epsilon Kappa: Meet at
7:30 o’clock Monday evening in
FOR SALE
the small gym for business and
Ice skates, size 7%, worn twice, La Torn picture.
reasonable. Call CY 3-6984,
_ . 1940 Olds cony. coupe. Has
broken piston. Must sell, $225 or
first cash offer. Ninth and Reed
streets.
"Handy Hoe’. clestrie washer
with wringer, apartment size.
Perfect condition.... $12. Call CY
’3-2293, or 284 E. St. James’..strect.
FOR RENT
la( aney for two men to share
room
borne. $15 each. 360 S.
Ninth street.
Room and board for college
box. Elexen meals weekly, also
board only. Mrs. Ruby Ahern, 380
S. Ninth ciceet, CY 3-9942.
Tv.e. vacancies for college girls
at 3N 5. 12th street. Piped, heat,
kitchen privileges.
R1/1.1114, clean, reasonable., seven
blocks ftom college,. men. Call
CY 2-2S39.
Girl to share largo,. sunny room.
Own
bed,
kitchen
privileges.
1.inens furnish.noor
ed
bus. 101,3
MeKendrie. Call AX 6-2999.
iIntr -student to share :mom-Witt
other student. $15 a month. 484
S. 13thotreet4 After 5:30 p.m. call
’
CY 3-2711.
Rooms for girls. Kitchen priviItigeS.--105 S. 11th street, eall CY
5-9952..
Rooms for college girls. New
and modern, showers and kitchen
privileges, also open for the summer. 344 S. Seventh street.
Two large rooms for boys.
Shower and private entrance. $25
. a month. Cooking prh4leges. 460
E. Santa Clara street, near 10th.

Enthusiastic Spartan Daily advertlang staff members assembled
Wednesday afternoon to receive awards for new contracts completed this quarter. Initiates into the Order of the Golden Shovel
are presented with a tiny gold and silver tie clasp after they have
secured five new advertising contracts in a quarter.
The students who "dig for business" are shown above with the permanent golden shovel trophy of the honorary group. They are, left
---biternatienal--Studentsorgk
an
to right, John Bardaeres, Initiate; Ray Lelunkuhl, initiate; Ray
ration retained its international Lyons, initiate; Ben Pettus, initiate; Jack Barringer, initiate; Bill
flavor last week by naming two Simons, Spat-tan Daily business manager; and old members, Millforeign-born students as officers ard Richards, Bill Francis and Vince Scampini.
for the coming half-year. They
photo by Boris Boulder.
are: Niels Nielsen. president, from
Denmark; and Ann Rau, vicepresident, from the Phillipines republic.
Other officers are Mary Marvin,
secretary; Lorrie Johnson, assistant secretary; and Michael Alaimo, treasurtr.
Brent Wilson and his orchestra Alice Brown. Majersik and Betty
will be featured at the Frosh- Darendenger head publicity plans.
Soph mixer dance Tuesday night
"Sophomores are requested to
in Newman hall, Fifth and San wear their yellow and white class
Fernando streets, following the colors, and Freshmen green and
_
mixer basketball game in the white class colors next Tuesday
Editor’s Note: If the students Men’s gym, according to Publicity
for the mixer events," Majersik
who signed a Thrust and Parry Chairman Cliff Majersik.
said. "Both classes are asked to
letter with ASB card number
Bernie Isaacson, Jewel Smial- attend all events. Remember last
4253 et. al will come to the
kov.’ski, Nancy Dalt, and Jack year when the frosh class crime
Spartan Dolly office and affix
Shipe head plans for the hop. from behind to win because of
their signatures we will run the
Their committees include Leta their attendance at the dance?"
letter.
Howard, Bill Severens, and Diane
Rideout, decorations; Lud Spolyer,
Betty Ishumatou, Beverley SchafThrust and Parry:
fer, and Henry Down, entertainMARCH 9-17
Tiny Hartranft’s suggestion of ment:. and Meriel Miller, Don
asking student admission for local Hoefler, Walt Muller, and Carol
athletic contests is, in my opinion, Riordan, refreshments.
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
ko_unfair proposal to ASB memtered as second class matter April 24. 1434.
. Newly announced athletic
bers
at San Jos*, California, under the act of
One of the chief reasons _for events of the day include
11324.
students buying ASB cards, in the pole relay, mixed basketball gape
Foil leased wire service of United Press.
obstacle
girl’s
rules,
tfnd
an
under
Press of th Glob Printing Company, 1445 S.
first place is that they are admitted to the contests without race, The committee of athletic First St., San Jose, California.’ Member, Calicharge. A lot of students do not event* includes Vic Galbraith. fornia hirewspapor Publishr’s Association.
attend other ASB functions; man; Donna Dalton; D1,& Russo, and
f1htdffiTialed with groups re Summer Courses
quiribg ASB membership.
Free admission to games is the ,
major "selling point"- with- this
Study and Travel
large student group.
There must be another way!
RARE opportunity to enjoy
Sincerely,
memorable experiences in
ASB 153.
learning and living! For statlents,
teachers, others yet to discover fascinating, historical Spain. Courses
at
the
meet
Let’s
include Spanish language; art and
culture. Interesting recreational
cy
program included.
For details, write now to

Grim Elects Two
Foreig Students

Brent Wilson’s Band Will Play
For Frosh-Soph Hop Tuesday

I Thrus,t

l’arry I

Admission Charge

Spartan Daily

University of Madrid

A.

AFTER the GAME

PRICE’S

SPANISH STUDENT TOURS
500 Fifth Am, Now York It, N.Y.

One Price

SAVE UP TO
40% ON MEAT

$9.95
HAND - FINISHED SHOES
For Men
Featuring Price’s patented styles that
are different.
36 So. FIRST ST.

_

S

Restaurant

Santa Clara at 12th

This little pig is
going to town . .
he goes direct
.
from farm to market
so you can -

IfaitcYourNext_OrgantzatiotianAnot at

"Dad, what has six legs, a brown
head and a body with green. and
black spots?"
"I give Up. WI. What?"
"1 don’t knots. either, dad, but
It’s crawling down your neck."

"TONIGHT AT 8:30"

Eastern PORK
. . . by the half

Spec . . .
HAMBURGER

17 E. Santa ’Clara St.

lb.

. . . 10 LB. LOTS . . .

plus k lb. processing
BUDGET TERMS
$17 A
On Approval of Credit

"Known for Good Food"

lb.

plus 5c lb. processing

MONTH* .

WESTERN COLD STORAGE CO.
40 No. Fourth

CY 2-8992

1.SAE Fraternity
Welcome -Guests
To House Warming*

Society Cyclorama

Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity
welcomed some 400 guests to its
house warrnings over the weekend.
The SAEs held open house on
Saturday for the benefit of students .a.vho wished. toexamine .the renovated fraternity plant. Again
,op _ Fljakapa _IN. Apo, qf the chap,, _
ter house were open, this time to
parents and faculty members.
IceW- furrittUreh0 been placed
in the -SAE living and dining
rooms, and every room in the
house’ has been redecorated.
Don Siddall, house manager,
was .in charge of the revamping
operation. The fraternity has occupied the house since October.
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Mary Jean Anzalone

Announces Engagement
To Al Marbury
The. engagement of Miss Mary Jeanne Anzalone to Al Marbury
was announced recently.
The bride-elect was graduated from San Jose State college
where she majored In psychology,
and social science. Miss Anzalone
was a member of the Psychology
and Social Science clubs and was
publicity director of Revelries and
the speech and_drama department.
While here she was given an
award for outstanding leadership.
The future bride Is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Anzalone
of San Jose.
Marbury is a student at Sin
Jose State college. He formerly
majored in physical education, but
is now a police major. He served
in the marine raiders for six years
and he saw action in the Pacific
area. Marbury is the son of Raymond S. Marbury of Long Beach.
The couple have set no definite
date for their wedding.

Sorority Dance:
DZs. SKs. Fete Pledges;
Give Formal_Affairs

Delta Zeta and Sigma Kappa
sororities presented their annual
pledge dances recently.
The Delta Zeta affair was held
at the Hotel Mark Hopkins from
9 to 1 o’clock.’ Twenty new
pledges were honored by the sorority. Bobby Anderson and his orchestra furnished the music for
the dance.
The Casa Del Rey hotel in
Santa Cruz was the site of the
Sigma Kappa pledge dance. The
Townsmen trio played for the
affair which took place in the
Garden Room of the hotel. A lavender-maroon color scheme was
featured at the dance which lasted
Lambda Chi Alpha initiated 11 from 9 to 1 o’clock. Sigma Kappa
ineh into the fraternity at formal housemother, Mrs. Frank Irick,
cites at the chapter house Sunday. was an honored guest.
Those granted membership into
Lambda Chi Alpha were Homer
Lahr, Ken Bull. Dave Woods, Dick
Wilson. Lloyd Campbell, Dick Rafloski. Charley Gaff, Dave Wilson,
Don Harryman, John Hazelquist,
and Warren Jones.

LCAs Initiate 11

Mona McNulty

Passes, Box of Candy
.41 Sorbrity Meeting

CHURCH

An original verse enclosed in
the. traditional box of chocolates
made,the rounds of an Alpha Phi

DIRECTORY
GRACE LUTHERAN CHURCH
(United luthran Church in America)
Rev. Clarence F. Grouser, AB: ’23
59 E. Juan St.
Sunday, 9:45 am.Church School
11 am.Morn;ng Service by pastor,
7 p.mLuther League.

TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Second and St. John Streets

Sunday, MOO re Holy Communion
1:30 .m.Choch School
11:00 .m.Mo,n;nq Prayer and Sermon
7:30 p.m.Ca ^Ierbury Club
Rev. Houia-d I. Scholten
Chaplain to Epi:copal Studenh
Phone Crp-ess 3-7153

Custer Airs Show
;- Bob Custer will air his Campus
Caravan show over station KI.OK
from 9:30 to 11:00 a.m. tomorrow.
I He features intervietvs, record:
jags and campus news on the prol
grant.

FIRST CHRISTIAN
CHURCH
80 S. Fifth Street
I I :00

a.m.Morning

Miss Meina McNulty announced
her engagement to James Wilder
of Salinas.
The daughter of Mrs. William
J. Solcany of ’New Jersey and Mi%
’ Harold C. McNulty of North Dakota, the bride-elect Is a fresh:man commercial art major.
The future bridegroom attended Hart nell college and spent
three years in the navy. He is
; presently employed with the telephone company.

-

Guests at the SAE open house take time out to (’hat with
another and to listen to organ music while viewing the improvements in the chapter’s headquarters. The organist is Mrs. Betty
photo by Steve Everett
Darien, immediate foreground.

Pi Kappa Alpha Frat

1

YOU’LL’ BE.STARRY
EYED TOO . .
THE

WHEN
E7j04fERVSTEED
AT OUR INN

To Initiate Local SGOs
In SJ Chapter House
Thirty-six members of Sigma Gamma Omega will be initiated
into Pi Kappa Alpha national fraternity over the weekend. Individual
initiations will begin at 3 o’clock this afternoon. Three initiation teams,

KEN’S PINE INN

made up of members from San
Diego State college, Unlsersity of
266 S. 2nd
Southern California. and UniverBREAKFAST LUNCH DINNER
sity of California. will lead the
rites in the southeast living room
of the SGO house at S. 8th and
Reed streets.
Mrs. H. M. LeSourd, national
Chapter- installation is scheduled for 3 p.m. Saturday in the sponsor of Kappa Phi, national
Science building of San Jose State Methodist women’s organization.
college. Sigma Gamma Omega visited San Jose State college’s
will become Delta Pi chapter of Pi. Omega chapter of Kappa Phi reMrs. LeSourd is from
, Over 180 member f Pi Kappa centiy.
Alpha will attend a dinner to be , Boston, Mass.
held at the San Jose country club I
STUDENT
I The highlight of her visit was a
Saturday night at 7 o’clock.
ARTIST
&
Pi Kappa Alpha founder’s day. pot -luck supper given in her honor
QUALITY
PAINTS
at
the
home
of
Miss
Doris
Robin
a chapter birthday lAlpha Sigma,
6IL COLORS
LTC), \’-and a chapter installation ..son, Kappa Phi sponsor. As guest
By Grumbacher &
Delt4 Pi, SJS) will be celebrated. sPeaker she told members and
Winsor-Newten
alumni of the grow) about her
WATER COLORS
I trip to Europe last year and disBy Grumbacher
Hundreds
1 lun
1! played her collection of "laces, linCASSEIN COLORS’
ens, and jewelry, acquired on her
By Grumbacher & Silva
tour which encom assed Engl-ind
,
Several hundred faculty mem; France, Germany, Italy, Holland,
hers, parents, and friends attended +-and "utgunnSunday afternoon’s open house at
Donna Cooler was in charge of
. .
college
5
96 San Jose State cellege women, the arrangements for the supper
according to Carolyn DeVault, while Helen Kimzey and Joyce
CY. 2 1447
house -president.
Daniels supervised the evening’s
112 SOUTH 2ND ST.
Entertainment was furnished program.
the guests with the girls’ singing,
and three solos by Elsie Lawson,
Leaders in CAMPUS fabrics
Ruth Martsolf, and Jean Sundstrom who sang her original composition, "A Home Away from
Home". Phyllis Zemer was the j
. I
accompanist.
.1
Refreshments of tea, coffee, and
cake were also served.
IThe girls decorated the doors of
, their rooms with whimsical signs.
and Chinese tulips in vases carried
1 out the decoration motif.

Kappa Phis Honor
National Sponsor
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a
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lose P.aint
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Delta Sigma Phis

Services

Rev. Franz.
7:00 p.m.Christian Youth
Fellowship

fr Sheer

’Hold Initiations at House,

Delight

The chapter house of Delta Sigma Phi fraternity was the
scene of the informal initiation Saturday and formal initiation
of eight neophytes into membership Sunday. Those initiated were ,
Art Blood. Dick Grosser, Don
-Harkness, Vic Hoishevnikoff, Del-

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor
Merle Roark, Pastor’s Assistant
Sfteond 8 San Antonio Streets
TIMES OF WORSHIP
&Imlay, 11:00 am.. 7:30 p.m.
9:30- o.m. High Collegiate
Dept. of Church School
Wed., 7:30 p.m., Prayer Meeting
College Age Group: "Senior B. Y."
6:15 Sunday evenings. The group
has wide ’wale meetings each Sunday night. Outside speakers are
brought in from final to time. A variety of social activities is scheduled
throughout the school year. One Sunday a month the group gobs to the
Odd Fellows Home to hold services.
The group also sponsors other activities es the need arises.

r-

bert Knight, Gale Morelock, Jack
Pate, and Mery Wagner.
National Seer e t a r y, Francis
Wacker, was present for the informal initiation.
I Other guests were 011ie Fisher,
George Dowley, Howard Smith,
and Marty Lever of the Hilgard
chapter at the U. of Calif., and
Richard Ford and Bill Gurley of
the Beta Nu chapter at Fresno
State.
The fraternity held Its Inttlatton
dinner at Lou’s Village Sunday.

Frat Holds Dance
Theta Xi.colony held its Winter
dance Saturday evening at the
American Legion hall in Los
Gatos.
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell C. Pratt
were sponsors.
t r
- ra

S

SPRINGS
FASHION
FIRST

r,. old’s
Surf Court
SANTA CRUZ
Offers Special Rates
for
EASTER VACATION
to College Students
RUSH
FOR RESERVATIONS!

ARNOLD’S
SURF COURT

136 Liebrandt Ave. - Santa Crux
Phone 4556-W

3075

NYLON
RAYON
COTTON
NOVELTIES

NORRIS’

"San Jose’s Store for Yardage" for 22.yeers
26$ S. Fi!st
CY .2-17p

f
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Gamma Phi Beta Open House
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Four Sorority Groups

To Hold Pledge Dances
Tonight, Tomorrow Night
_Four sororifiesmilfirsagn+ their annual pledge ’dances Friday and
Saturday of this week.
The Room of the’ Dons in San Francisco’s Mark Hopkins hotel will

he the site of the Alpha Omicron
Pi formal dance Saturday night. ity pledge dance Saturday night.
-affair will -be. at the PcniaPredkes, members, -alumnae
gurstg -of the sororitY will dance sula Country club in San Mateo.
to the music of Frank Beasley and
his orcheitra from 9 to 1 o’clock.
Alpha Phi sorority will honor’
its pledges with a- dance In the
Rose room of the Casa Del Rey
hotel in Santa Cruz this Friday
night

Folks relaxed around a gaily
decorated table-at-a recent open
house at the Gamma Phi Bets
sorority home. Several hundred
attended the showing of the new
Gamma Phi home at 189 S.
11th street. The twelve room
house was built shortly after the
Civil War and was formerly
owned by Dr. Raymond Mosher.

Herb Patnoe and his orchestra
will play - for . the Chi Omega
pledge dance this Saturday evening in the Red room of the-Fairmont hotel in Sag Francisco.
"Blossom Time" will be the
theme of the Delta Gamma aoror-

SAE, DU Fraternities

To Stage Joint Party

,N I

Tonight at Ben Lomond

Gamma Phis

/

Delta Upsilon and Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternities will hold a
joint dance-party at the Town and Country lodge in Ben Lomond toSocial Chairman Jim Lovely, SAE, and
night from .9 to I o’clock.

Give Afternoon Tea
To Open New House
Ganuna Phi Beta -sorority presented a tea Sunday afternoon
to open their new, chapter house
at 189 S. 11th street.
The sorOrfty- parch:KMThe
house from Dr. and Mrs. Raymond Masher last falL ,The 12 room-tome which is noted for its
floyVer’gardens, was built shortly
after the Civil war.
Members of campus organizations, faculty members, parents,
pledges and active members of
the sorority attended the tea from
3 to 6 in the afternoon..
.
lathe receiving iine were; _Miss
Ellen Erichsen, chapter president;
Miss Marian McCoy. -vice-president; ictrs N. B. Powers. house
mother: Mrs. James F. Pope, president or the house corpora-UM
Miss Joan Hale, house president:
Mrs. -O.
Williams and Mrs.
-John Spurgeon, chapter advisers.
Serving tea were Mrs. Jos,
Ntangen, Mrs. John A. ’Davis,
Mrs. George Keith, and Mrs.
Ronald Avery.
Those on the preparations committee were the .Misses Marian
McCoy. Peggy McDaniels and the
Mesdames C. J. Sweigert. John
W. Davis, R. H. Law and K. S.
Robertson.

e.

Erlys Newformer
Reieels Betrothal
The traditional box of chosolates was passe,1 at Mary George
LU-U1- Mintlay ritglirTO -announce
the engagement of Erlys Newfarmer and Jim Jedlicka.
Miss Newfarmer, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. R. 0. Newfarmer
of Mountain View, is a sophomore
psycherlogy major at San Jose
.-.-State
Mr. and Mrs. James Jedlicka
of Palo Alto are parents of the
prospective bridegroom, who is I
employed at Moffett Field.

Groups Hold Meet
Lambda. Chi Alpha fraternity
entertained Alpha Phi sorority at
a joint dinner Wednesday night.

Attain perfect
posture end
Graciousness
through our
CHARM
MODELING
SCHOOL

S. t;

Leather Craft Shop
Complete fine of
Craft Tools
and Leather
WALLETS
HANDBAGS
BELTS
Made to Order

4

LET US HELP
YOU GET STARTED
Ohm

.\\
73 E. SAN FERNANDO

Jane! Anieti
85 So. let St.
CV 2-2031

CYpress 3-6624

Bill Monahan, DU, announced
that approximately.90 couples will
dance to the music of. Herb PatTheta-eht-anorh is combo.
SAE pledges have constructed
large replicas of the fraternity
pins of_ both organizalions..These
will be featured in prominent
view, and will serve as the bulk of
the -decorations.
Chapter Presidents Bob Schatz.
DU, and Chuck Pettis, SAE, explained that the two groups were
presenting the affair jointly to
further the friendly ties that exist
between SJsC fraternities.

Ad Fraternity
Alpha Delta Sigma.
To Dineat Longbarn
Alpha Delta Sigma, national
professional advertising fraternity, will hold a dinner tonight at
8 o’clock at Longbarn.
ADS President Jim Caputo reapproximately 40
vealed that
guests from the San Jose and San
Francisco areas will be present.
Chicken dinners will be served
to those in attendance at the affair.

d1NF

FRATERNITIES

Order Corsages
Early for Your

IFC

Ball

Special Prices for Group Orders
FREE DELIVERY- 5he Rale S1top
Nit. CL 8-4293
Phone CY 4-7534
402 S. FIRST ST.

Excellent Food

Wel !Mt I: owl

Quiet Service
Congenial Atmosphefe

OPEN 24 HOURS

fresh as an ocean spray down on Santa Cruz shores vacation -time
Starchy
birdseye piques with a sparkling of a red linen belt for ’little -middle’ interest. Campus
models, Elsie Lawson, Joan Painter.

HASTY TASTY

slneesiless top long shorts

40 East SantiClara Street
4

1’

San Jose
A.

11-

cls

$7.98

Hart’s

Sportswear

Second Floor

low

Inman

---

McPherson

Spartans - Gauchos

Wilesthoff

Tentative Line-upS
Pos.
Stu Inman (6-3)
Don ale(’asIln (6-1r-ar’f
Dean Giles (6-3)
George (’lark (6-6)
Bob Wnesthoff (6-1) Ci
Chus_k_frampton (GA)

12
7
8
16
11
17

Gymnasts Greet
YMCA, Winge
Squads Tomorrow

at
Cage Season Ends Tonight
With Santa Barbara Tilt

By MILNNIE ALVES
Jese State’s cage season
enas tonight at 8:15 o’clodk as fhe
Spartans meet the Santa Barbara
Gauchos in the Men’s gym for a
final CCAA tilt.
The Spartans wind up their conference year in second place behind Pepperdine, wianers of the
crown in their first year of league
1311Y
Tonight’s- encounter marks the
end of play under the Gold and
White banner for co-captains Bob
Wuesthoff and leading scorer Stu
Inman. The two cage stars rank
as two of the all-time best in San
Jose State’s basketball history.
Inman holds the season scoring record for State with the

Romero

521 points he made last year,
and is now leading the squad in
the tally department. Ile also
holds the school scoring record
with his four-year total of 1477
and twice has been All-CCAA.
Brilliant guard and play maker
his defensive
Wuest hoff ends
chores under Coach Walt McPherson with 836 points garnered from
his four-year varsity stint. Going
into tonight’s game he has a season total of 236. Seniors Ralph
Romero and Junior Morgan will
also end their basketballing days
for Sparta in this evening’s tussle.
An earlier meeting with the
Gauchos resulted it) a see-saw
battle with Santa Barbara winning, 50-44.
Leading the southern cont in
gent’s scoring attack will be Bob
McCutcheon.
top CCAA scorer
with .138 points in nine games. A
bucket duel will be in the’ offing
between Inman and, McCutcheon
o battle for --e-afice
scoring hortrs. Itimin trails the
Santa B
ra sharphhOoter by
fourteen points, with 124.
.
Center Gene Snyder, 6 ft. 3 in.
Paint maker-is the other half of
the Gaucho scoring duo that has
beett able to pull some cage ’up, sets this Season. Snyder is fourth
. in individual Conference Scoring
with 116 -points.
" Six400ter Bernie Fox gets the
"other forward job with his clever
passing and hall handling. The
guard slots find Otey Scruggs.
It. 1 in., and diminutive 5 ft. 9 in.
Hudson Scott doing the defensive
work.

season the Spartans are In good
physical shape, without the customary ankle and leg worries
that have plagued the team
throughout the major portion
of the season.
The Spartan Frosh will play
the Wardrobe quintet in the preliminary game. An added attraction tonight will be a "midget"
game, grammar school teams, between halves of the varsity game.
For the first time in the college basketball history, a presensation will be made for the
outstanding basketball player.
The award will be presented by
Station KXRX. Local press and
radio men made the outstanding player selection.

t-

Morgan

NO LONGER ANY DOUBT ABOUT IT!

CUSTOM AUTO BODY SHOP

Gene Snyder (6-3)
otey Scruggs (6-1)
11udsolt-’-biaott.-4114

61
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69
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lour-Star
CLOTHES

And ss hen we say 4 -Star value,
we mean *Scy.ling, *Fit,
* Fabrics.* Value. You get
them all in our Mayfield 4 Star tropieals for Spring and
Summer. .. or you get your
money- hack. A WrititIl gua ran tee _COMM
c
,y garment.

$49.50

St. Claire Clothing
Shop
74 West San Carlos
St. Claire Hotel Bldg.

Dressy Oxfords
$6.95
Suede Jackets
Gray Khakis

$12.95
$ 3.45

ECONOMY SURPLUS STORE
57 SOUTH MARKET STREET
Across from Telephone Co.

After
the game...
.

. DON’T BE LEFT OUT
OF THE FUN

Join your friends for an
ning of real enjoyment.

eve-

. . . and for your added
pleasure, we have television
and Luxurious Lounges.
All this at either the

Sapphire Room
189 South Ft.

The Cinebar
- OR

69 E. San. Fernando

0

aØee

FOR COMFORT ... FOR STYLE

Spartan Bob Crowe will probably see limited action, after
missing his third consecutive
game because of pleurisy. Don
Mceaslin, %bossing some of his
former sparkle. is slated for action along with hustling Dean
titles. For the final game o

Fifty miles ’north of San Jose and two loss record in dual meets. Waxham, 165-1h. Dick Campbell,
State college’ in the Oakland Y- In tournament play the home- 175-1b-. - Ray Thomas ,191-1h. Al
MCA today and tomorrow. the towners sit on a -two victory and Cardena, who will be wrestling as
an unattached player, and heaGold and White wrestlers under two defeat pedestal.
vyweight Phil Bray.
Coach Ted Mumby seek to secure
The visiting group from the val’their first Far Western Invitaley town will be divided into
Another contingent will include
tional championship.
teams as prescribed by the
121-1b.
Joe Killeen and Don SuEquipped . with one of the
pmeet’s
ihsnorules.
ipniahc
zukawa, 128-1b. Jere Collins, 145strongest mat teams in the history
Hoisting the Sparta nanner will lb. Bob Hall, 15.1-1b. Lee Jordan,
of the Washington Square cam115-1b. Bill Rot hwell, 121 -lb. Ralph Morrocco, and John Jagbe
pus,’Mumby, the keenest tutor in
heavyweight Neil Thocoast wrestling, looks with opti- Benny Ichikawa, 136-1b. co-cap- ger, and
tain Ralph Payne, 155-1b. Frank man.
mism at the big matches.
The opposing teams enterrhg
the tournament, see the top spots
In another light, as the San FranOur shop has proved its WoOtlin the field
ciactr-Olyrapie club.- San Francisof BODY AND FENDER REPAIR WORK
co State, Stanford university, Unas well as in CUSTOM BUILT SEAT
California
iversity of California.
COVERS and SPORT TOPS.
Aggics, California Poly. Alameda
Expert workmanship and a sAde variety of
Naval Air-station:Treasure -Isquality materials have earned us our paland Naval base4 San Francisco
and thei.
and Oakland YMCAs,
troncle. We offer an SIARLANS A
various unattached players_ will
CASH DISCOUNT on all their work. Drop
ItY to dim the gpartans’ hopes
in soon and talk to "VI." for a victory.
With this year’s matches entering their final stages, -the Garden
CY 2-0950
II S SAN PEDRO
City canvasmen hbiti a five win.

No.
31
16

a

Looking forward to the CCAA
gymnastic .finals -of next week,
the, San Jose State.college apparatus artists roll out the Spartan’
welcome sign in the Men’s gym
tomorrow afternoon at 2 o’clock
for the San Francisco Olympic
club and YMCA visiting group.
Since this 1950 season has given
the Gold and White lads only four
matches, of which they have captured three, tomorrow’s play will
be of help in preparation for the
conference championship tilt.
The visiting OC performers
have announced their starting
lineup to include Garett Wright,
George Lowrie, John Gardner,
Don Beverfroden,
Ted Knight,
Dean Hillyer, Louis Bischofberger,
Roger Cannel!, and Wally Hanson.
Although the "Frisco" "Y" team
has remained silent as to their
first line players, the host team,
under the leadership of Captain
Dick Brown, will have the varsity squad in action.
Opening the day’s games for
the 1949 CCAA champions will be
Art Yates and Ed Sense in the
rope climb. Dick Brown, Glenn
Walthall in the free exercise; Andy Hardin, Wally Eshelman, Don
Peckham, Jim Melton, and Bob
Scott on the high bar; Oscar Metz,
Brown. W’althall, Bense, Eshelman
and Scott balancing on the side
horse; Al Grass, Mark Hildebrand,
Len Wallach, and Bill Mauer in
the trampoline events; and the
doubles team will have Yates with
RUSS Rabeneau and Dick Brown
with Jim Eryium_as the duo squads.

Seeking another win for_them4 seNEs, -.Abp.. Spartan freshman
swimming team paddles against
San Jose high school’s gliders this
afternoon at 3:3() o’clock in the
college pool.
_
Leading -the first year waterKen will be Don Lee, Fred Postal, ,
and Tom

--

Bob McCuteheon (8-2)
Bernie Fox (6-0)

STAR

Frosh Strimming

Sis Matmen Seek First Far Western Crown in Oakland

44, -

San Jose Opens Baseball
SeasopAgainst Stanford
By Cliff Daniels ’
Baseball, 1950 style, wills’ be
launched by the Spartans of San
Jose State college tomorrow afternoon, when they match hits
with the University of Stanford
Indians in Palo Alto M .2:30
o’clock.
Stanford and the local aggregalion met once last year with the
farm men scoruag a 11-3 victory,
Another game between’ the two
clubs was rained out early in the
campaign.
Coach Walt Williams will send
a line-up composed of seven veteran performers, one 1949 reserve
and a junior College transfer.
.Jack Frederick, who has been
assigned the right field position,
is a newcomer on Washington
Square, having tranpferred here
from Glendale junior college. Stan
Peterson, left fielder, saw little
action last season- but hasa starting berth in the garden.
The remaining coinmen cers
should be familiar to students who
fohlowed the 1949 diamond fortunes of gparta.- Mel Stein, a
transplanted outfielder, will perform at first base. Stein finished
eighth in league batting last year
with an average of .370. His timeIv hitting played a big part in
San Jose’s pennant quest.
Tom Okagaki will receive the

31
16
64
69

’Red Peppers’
Cast Change
Bob Reinking will phrt Bert,
the. house inusical dirgctor, in
Noel Coward’s "Tonight At 8:30",
Director John R. Kerr reported.
Reinking" will replace Jerry
Cawley in "Red Peppers", one of
the three playlets that make up
"Tonight At 0:30". Reinking is
also pianist for the dancing and
singing numbers in "family Album" and "Red Peppers." .
_
"Tonight At-- 8:30" will- play
March 9-17 in the Little Theater.

nod at second. This small key- ,ing hurler. Mesa racked Up a 6-2
Stoner hit only .230 in 2C2A play, record in ’49 and was without a
but paced the circuit in fielding doubt one of the west’s finest colwith a .976 mark. He committed lege chuckers. Upon his arm will
rest the fortunes of- Sparta durbut two errors in 15 contests.
- At shortstop, Don Lopes will ing the ensuing grind.
The basketball players, Bob
hold sway. Lopes covers a tremenefgrettnel,eind--ia a Ullincth9ff,. Tisipp RnnicrP
defensive bulwark. He is a senior, Dean Giles. will join tbe club
and looks set for a better year shortly. Wuesthoff posteef.V4 ay:
erage of .500 in conference comthan lie experienced in 1949.
Will Concklin, third base guard-- petition last season. Romero, a
Ian, wi -round out the inner de- pitcher;--hung up five victories
fense. Concklin came along fast wsuffered three setbacks, and Giles ,One gal to another: "Why, no.
I didn’t tell a soul --I didn’t know
last year and finished with a sea- had a seasonal mark of .230.
’ it was a secret."
sonal average of .232. Not too
high, ix:Titans, but. Concklin is capable of developing into- a- topnotch*hot corner man.
Diminutive Earl Wright will anchor the outer garden from -his
Playoffs for the :ntratural
spot in centerfield. After a fast
start last spring, Wright slumped Basketball tournament will comat the plate but his errorless loop mence next week, .Director Ted
soo e -than. compensated MunlbY -announced yesterday.
The "sudden death" championfor his hitting ineptness. He is
fast on the base paths stealing 10 ship teams and consolation clubs
for third place have been posted
sacks against CCAA’.catchers.
Behind the willow, Dave Mc- on the bulletin board of the Men’s
urged. _
’Yenta etagers to see him in case of any
Pete Denevi, 1949 regular. Mcconflict
Carty showed strength at the squads’ as to their respective
status by Monday, 4;30
plate, finishing the campaign with p.m.
._
a. .333 average
litnseeing
despite
.
, Leading the court crown play!offs will be the Ffidgerunners, Cat
All -Coast pitcher, Pete Mesa, (’utters,
Hookers,
will he William’s choice as start - Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Racketeers,
Theta Mu
Sigma. Delta Sigma Gamma. and
Murderous Marauders.

Mtimby Announces
’Mural Playoffs

Spartan Boxers Trounce Ft. Ord 10-2;
Martinez, Nutt, Bayne, Rivera Impress
.

1

.

.

EXPERIENCED
AUTOMOBILES!
Compare These Prices
With Any In Town
’37
’36
’36
’35
33

245.00
145.00
95.00
95.00
95.00

FORD Cony.
FORD Tudor
DODGE Sedan
OLDS Coupe
WILLYS Sedan

SLctoked
WILLYS
38 S. 4th

CV 5-1105

Fiber "Throw"
Seat Covers
made of top quality
Lacquered Fiber
with a Leatherette cap
across the top.
Washable with a damp cloi’n
FOR
FOR DIVIDED BACK
SOLID SEAT OR
SOLID BACK SOLID’SEAT

to ... $1.98 eaer.
American Asuuppmv

Cut

Northeast Cor. 3rd and Santa Clara

_

San Jose State college’s nn- ning. Ratliff could not connectr
defeated boxing team kept its with the hoOks he used so effecrecord unblemished last night in lively last week. Andrade is the ,
Spartan gym with an easy 10-2 most highly rated man on thee
vletorV over Fort Ord. A near EFort Ord squad.
Up-and-coming 1554b. Cliff
enpaeity- house witnessed the
. affair as the_ Spartans chalked Tucker scored his third consecuup seven ’trios, most of them tive tko of the season,. as he I
coming. in the first or second floored Joe Reed in the -first round
with a tremendous. right cross.
rounds.
The results: 120, Ernie Paramo
Co-captain Mac Martriffez won a
seerind-round Iko from Francisco I S.D dec. Tito Miraluertes.: 125,
Gurnle in a 125 -lb. scrap, %slide Mike-RiVera (Sri) tkO’d. ’Reggie
Mike Rivera, another Spartan Holman; 1: 125, Keith Bayne (S.1)
125’er cut- loose in the first canto dec. Louis Antone; 130, Vic Harris_
riSD tko’d-Tom- Martinez, 1; 123.
to Iko Reggie-Holman
Vie Harris, Don Camp and I’d Mac Martinez r SJ) tko’d Flan cisco Gurule,- 2; 135, Ed Marlin
Martin all looked impressive
’istering tko’s, while the Other SJ 1 tku’d Glenard Burke, 2; 135.
teker Don (amp IS.))tkod Frank
t%’.1) were scored by cliff
133, Cisco Andrade iF01
and Don Laclerque, tv.o morn from; Beale,
the unheralded ranks.
dec. Ted Ratliff; 145, Jim Nutt
135-pound Ted Ratliff, San Jose; ISJ e dec. nut Dittman;. 151’, CHi1wasoutpointed by Cisco Andradeirucker rS.fl tkosd Joe Reed, 1:
who used a peculiartx;rh and welTeet-165, Don -LaeTerque MI; tkod
styris in what was probably .the Walter Hambrick. 1: Fleas-. Harr y
nrosli exciting match of 1 he eve- Claysa r Fr )1 dec. Al \Veiniers.

Jr,

I

THE SMARTEST THING ON 2 LEGS!

F -R -E -T -Z
SLACKS
Wherever you go... pictures
are yours for the taking!

Luxurious all wool Shark skins
Stuart, dressy, fine Glen

Plaids

At A Welcome New Low Price
Thousands of you men know
that Frets slacks live up to the
"The Smartest Things
slogan
on 2 Legs." They havethe fabminute attenstyling
rics
that distintion to details
guish fine slacks. They’re noth--Ing-ihort of-sensational: Better
take a look!
EXCLUSIVE AT

ion

J

VT

,
ace"

79 SO. FIRST ST.

. .. and what a satisfaction to get fine
pictures --sparkling prints you’ll be
proud to show, action-filled reminders
of exciting moments. Come to Wehtto
for expert finishing and developing,
quality equipment for everything
to make your yiefires better and to
add to_your pleasure in photography.

Sue:far:of PkAtoralaic
66 SOUTH 1st. ST

SAN JOSE

603 ALMADEN AVE.

$ SOARTAN
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Student ’Y’ Innovates New
Service to Aid Students
Seeking Transportati? on Home

Lyke Will Poke Fun Frangiate Urges
Return of Froili
At Sunday Supplement
The Pictorial revielv, popular
Sunday supplement, will be used m
as material for satire in the forthcoming issue of Lyke, according
to Lew Bell, editor.

ills On ers
Fellowships

- A brand-new senribirfof-Uii Jose State college students has
been innovated this quarter with the Student "Y" ’s Transportation
"We have devoted the entire
bureau. The service is designed to enlist the support of campus car- to4--1-i- ."- ’rs uf-ofh-Tioilytides home to their IMiloMfiate fellow students center section of-the magazine, a A graduate fellowship’ in botany
matter of several pages, to a takeafter final exams.
a
and
one in zoology will be made
Headed by Elinor Nelson, jun. off on the Pictorial," said Bell.
by
college in Oakland, asSatires
Mills
on
Faith,
Here’s
What,
ior Social Science major from Los
end
others,
tied
in
with
two
full
cording
to.
an announcement
orgjinization haLLusi
a booth in front of Morris Dailey pages olikes and cartoons have week by Dr. Carl Duncan, head
auditorium to sign up students been hayed out in the Pictorial’s of the San Jose State college Natthe rides and students typical style, he continued.
needing
11Miss Emily Olsori, reference
Science department.
brarian, returned to her duties wishing to put empty car space
’Even the advertisements," said
. Monday after a Iwo month ab- to better use. The booth is open Bell, "although satirical, add a He says any young _women in’ sence, 3Ils8’ Joy4 Bactats,../ibrar;-dalWiftlifill:30-tatt-tcrt:30’ p.m. -touch Of-c-rentbility to the rrtis a- terested in the fellowships should
Ian, announced-yesterday. Miss Those_people notable to contact zine."
contact his office as-satat-es ROsOlson has been recovering from. "Y" officerli at these hours are
sible. "Time is the all-important
illness at her home in Osceola, asked to call at "Y" headquarters, _Lyke manager Bob McFadden item here," he tickled.
pointed
that
street,
across
from
out
Seventh
since
220
S.
the
magaWis.
zine was being printed by offset
The fellowships carry a grant
the Home Economics building.
lithography, more accuracy atfd of $1,000, plus tuitions and fees,
Arrangements for sharing the make-up freedom is possible.
Dr. Duncan says.
De Luxe Dinner
costs of transportation will be
Since there will be only 2400 , "In past years San Jose State
made by the individuals concernSpring Chicken or Casserole
copies available for San Jose State college students have made -esteled.
with Mushroom Sauce
college students, McFadden warn- lent records at Mills. We always
$1.50
ed of the 10;30 o’clock sell-out. have had at least one student each
L.yke will go on sale at 7 a.m., year doing graduate work there,"
Breaded Wel Cutlets
March 13
Dr. Duncan reports.

Librain
_ ra
_ Ols on _Alt04._the
Returns to Duties

with Country Gravy

$1.50
OPEN DAILY
We are now under new management and ready to serve you with the
finest of food and service.

OPOCCO
El Camino Real
31/2 miles from Santa Clara

"Tonight at 8:30"
Ducats Going Fast

Flying 20 Buys New Plane

Tickets for "Tonight at 8:30,"
play by Noel Coward, are selling
The Flying 20 club has pur- an undisclosed amout. Gross says
fast, VerdeJackson, Speech de-4 chased a Cessna 120 airplane to that having a second airplane will
partment secretary, announced relieve the duties of their Taylor- enable the club to
use one plane
late yesterday. Performance nights craft, Bob Gross, club president, for the advanced
members
to fly,
are Thursday, Mar. 9 through Fri- announced yesterday.
and another for the purposes of
day, Mar. 17, with the exception
The new aircraft is a 1946 mod- instruction.
of Sunday. Mar. 12.
el, side-by -side type two place
He reports that the Flying 20
"Please bring student body light plane, according to Gross. _club now has 29 members, and

cards when you come In to pur- He says the 85 horse power engine
chase tickets,". Miss Jackson is in top shape, and thbtithe craft
urged.
cruises at 110 miles per hour.
’The plane was purchased reStudent admission is 60 cents;
cently
from a private owner at
general admission, 90 cents,the San Jose M’unicipal airport for

La Torre Editor Lou Frangione,
and the Angelo Butera studios request all students to return, individual photo proofs to the Butera
studio, 80 E. San Fernando street,
immediately.
. ...To facilitate swifter printing
and engraving of photos to appear

in The 1950 -Iditioli-oTUt -Torre--tt has become necessary to urge all
students to select their favoritg

pote ’upon picking up their proofs
or if taken from the studios the
proofs must be returned the foT:.
’
lowing day before 5:30 p.m.

If proofs are not returned as requested it will become necessary
for the photographer ta select the
pose to be printed in the yearbook.

Printing Project
Near Completion
An elementary printing class of
the Industrial Arts department, is
nearing the completion of their
class project, a bound edition en-

titled, "California Missions, Vocational Training. Trail Blazers", according to Mr. Daniel C. Lopez,
industrial arts latructor.
Mr. Lopez said that the quarter
project is a class original, that is,
the class writes the material, sets
their own type, runs it off on a
platen press, and case-binds the
finished product.
lie said that "California Missions, Vocational Training Trail
Blazers" gives a brief account of
educational work done by each

would like to have one more. If
you are interested in flying or of the California Missions.
would ’like to learn how to fly at
reasonable rates, conta
When
the finished
product
Gross in the Aeronauti q
set emerges, each student in -the clan"
shop.
is given two copies, and two copies are sent to the school library.

FOR A FINE EVENING
. . . the . . .

Cambrian
Bavarian Gardens

BOWL FOR . . .

-RELAY-AVON

DUTCH COOKERY

at the Home of

REFRESHMENTS

Spartan Bowlers

FUN
OTIS A. ZORN, Prop.

Men’s and Women’s P.E.
classes held here.
Fred Duffy" Paiva, Mgr.
We feature a full line of
Bowling Ball Bags and Shoes

12 Lanes
FOUNTAIN & LUNCH
Open from 10 A.M.

JOSE BOWL

Gatos Highway 17
at Union Ave.

San Jose -Los

Chalet Ca(e

PHONE CAMPBELL 2238

37 WEST SAN CARLOS

NEWALL

NEW

SMORGASBORD LUNCHEONS’
750

LON6BAltil
DANCING

You help yourself to as much as you want from dozens of salads
and relishes. Then comes the hot entree, dessert and drink.

172 W. Santa Clara CY 379727

SMORGASBORD DINNERS $1.00
Complex, with soup, entree, dessert and drink.

Every Friday
and Saturday
lo In 2

SKATES

PIZZERIA NAPOLITANO
Spaghetti

Dinners
85c and up

and

Pine

Open from II A.M.
to 1 A.M.

Also
Pizza prepared
to take out.

Closed on
Monday

FINE ITALIAN FOODS
292 SOUTH MARKET

SHOES
ACCESSORIES

SAY!!

Skating Sessions Nitely From 11 P.M.

We are all meeting for
COFFEE and a SNACK
Jumbo Shrimp
Corned Beef Deluxe
Chili with Crackers
Beefburger with French Fries
(Fix them how you like them)

PHONE CY 2-3292
For

Party

Cover Charge (F
El Camino
Palo Alto

No

Reservations

1066 THE ALAMEDA
.65
.50
.20
.35

"OUR SPECIALTY"
French Dipped Sandwiches
Cheese
Tuna
Patio Special
Milk Shakes
.15 &
Sundaes
..

.30
.40
.45
.25
.25

BOXED ORDERS TO TAKE OUT
Drop in for a Snack

PATIO DRIVE INN
Open 5:00 to 12:00
CORNER OF W. SAN CARLOS
AND LOS GATOS HIGHWAY

Like good Chinese Food? . . .
QUICK SERVICE BRINGS STEAMING HOT
MEAL TO YOUR DOOR
CY 2-8772

CHINESE LANTERN

-

173 W. Santa Clara

1

